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The New Sappho Papyrus of Cologne
or the Eternal Youth of Poetry

Abstract: In contrast to the idea of the first editors of Sappho's poem, taken up by other
scholars more recently, who consider that the text is incomplete and that it continued in
the four lines that follow its copy in P. Oxy. 1787 (fr. 58,23-26 V.), this contribution aims
to show that the poem may be a complete, harmonious composition with unitary mean-
ing. To do so, a study of the composition, structure and style of the poem is carried out,
with a proposal of reconstruction and translation, as well as its classification as a monodic

poem destined for dance.

1. In 2004, three sequences of lines of the Cologne papyri collection (with inven-

tory numbers 21351 and 21376) were published by M. Gronewald and R. W. Da-
niefi. The first two sequences (11.1-8 and 11.9-20) were attributed to two poems by
Sappho and the third (11.21-24) was not, because of the metrics, among other rea-
sons. In 2007 they were published as P. Fö/tz Gr. 11 429 + P. Fö/tz Gr. 11 430

LDAB 10253 M-P^ 1440.01)2. The lost margin of the sequence of 11. 9-20 was
completed owing to the testimony of P. Dry. 1787 fr. 1 and 2, published in 1922,
which contains another twenty-six Sapphic lines, in this case damaged on the left
margin, in which lines 11-22 coincide with the 12 lines of the Cologne papyrus
mentioned (and the last two of the following four lines are attributed to Sappho by
Clearchus [fr. 41 Wehrli] in Athenaeus 15,687b). The Cologne papyrus was dated
to the early 3^ century B.C., and is thus the oldest Sappho papyrus published: the
Oxyrhynchus Papyrus had been dated to between the 2^ and 3^ century A.D.

According to this and thanks to the effort of a number of scholars to recon-
struct the damaged left margin of the first four lines of the text plus the two short
syllables of the first choriamb of line 10, the text (including the proposals indi-
cated to fill the gaps) and the translation of the poem would be as follows^:

* This paper forms part of the Research Project FFI2010-21125, of the MICINN. Previous ver-
sions of the paper were presented as a lecture at a Seminar organized by the University of Ex-
tremadura, in May 2013, and at the /oraadas C/eatt/zcas sobre Poeto/ogta y Metapoesta gne-
gas <iet //e/em'smo a /a Awt/gäedad Tard/a (FFI2010-19063 del Plan Nacional de I+D+i
2008-2011), organized by the University of Cadiz in the same month.

1 M. Gronewald/R. W. Daniel, "Ein neuer Sappho-Papyrus", ZPP147 (2004) 1-8.
2 M. Gronewald/R. W. Daniel, "Griechische Literarische Texte: 429. Sappho", Pobzer Papyri,

Band 11 (Ch. Armoni, M. Gronewald, K. Maresch, et al., eds.), Papyro/ogzca Co/omens/a 7

(Paderborn 2007) 1-11; "Griechische Literarische Texte: 430. Lyrischer Text (Sappho-Papy-
rus)", Pobzer Papyrz, Band 11 (Ch. Armoni, M. Gronewald, K. Maresch, et al., eds.), Papyro-
togz'ca Co/omeasza 7 (Paderborn 2007) 12-9.

3 On text reconstruction and different proposals to fill the gaps, cf. J. A. Fernândez-Delgado,
"On the Cologne Sappho papyrus", ZPP191 (2014) 21-24.

Maseam //e/vetzcam 72 (2015) 130-141
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À£K8O08 toc Moioav 1]ok[6]^7tcov KaLa ôcopa, îraîôeç, 1

öpxrio08 ôè koct toc]v (piLàoiôov Liyupav xe^uvvav
epoi ô' obraLov 7rpiv] tcot' [e]ovia xpoa Yhpaç h&H

87T8^^aß8, Leumi ô' ey]évovTO Tpixeç £K peLaivav
ßdcpvx; ôé p' ô [0]hpoç 7T87i;6r|Tai, yova ô' [o]u (pépoioi, 5

toc ôf| 7TOTOC Lah|/r|p' 80V opxrio0' ïooc veßpioioi.
toc <pèv> OT8vaxloôco Oapécoç- ocLLà ti kov 7ro8vnv;

àyfjpaov ocv0pco7rov 80vt' oh ôuvaTov yév8o0oa.
Kai yocp 7r[o]Ta TfOcovov ecpavTO ßpoöoTraxDV Aucov

epcoi [ôicppov] eloavßapev' 8iç eo^ara yôcç (pépoioafv 10

eovTa [k]6cAov Kai véov, àAA' aurov hpcoç epap\|/8
Xpovcoi tcoAiov yripttç, ex[o]vt' àOavocTav ockoitiv.

Ta/ce, g/r/s, /de beaa/i/a/ gi//s o/f/ie/ragnmf-ftreasted Mwses 1

And dance to /be //ve/y soand o//be song-/ov/ng Zyre.

My sb/n, once smoof/i, by a/ci age bas now been /aben,
and my /resses, once b/acb, became wbi/e;
my v/goar bas gone s/agg/sb and my /egs na /onger sas/ain me, 5

/ba/ once were n/mb/e/or dancing übe/awns' /egs.

O/ton do / /amen/ /bis, ba/ wba/ can / do?

// is impossib/e na/ to age being baman.
As we// rosy-armed Aarora one day/or /ave // is said
/oob 77/bonas to /be ends o//be ear/b m ber cbario/, 10

becaase /ie was yoang ßnd beaa/i/a/, ba/ nonß//iß/ß55 in /ime
boary a/d age /oob /io/d o/bim, /boagb immor/ß/ wi/e be bad attained*.

2. In contrast to the idea of the first editors of Sappho's poem, taken up by other
scholars more recently, who consider that the text is incomplete and that it con-
tinued in the four lines that follow its copy in P. Oxy. 1787 (fr. 58,23-26 V.), I be-
lieve that the poem may be a complete, harmonious composition with unitary
meaning^. I shall try to explain this once I have glossed the two halves that

4 This should be the Spanish (my native language) translation:
Acoged, mwc/iflc/ißs, Zos bermosos dones de /as Masas de/ragan/e seno 1

y danzad a/ agado son de /a /ira aman/e de/ canto.
De mi pie/, gne an/es era /ersa, ya /a ve/ez
se apodero y m/s cabe/Zos, gne eran negros, se pasieron b/ancos;
m/ vigor se /ia vae/to Zen/o y no me sos/ienen /as piernas, 5

gne an/ano eran agi/es para Za danza como /as de /os cerva/os.
De e//o a menado me Zamen/o, pero paedo bacer?
ZVo es posib/e no enve/ecer siendo bamano.
Tambien Aarora de rosados brazos dec/an c/ae an dia por amor
se //evo a 77/ono bas/a e///n de /a //erra mon/ada en sa carro, 10

porgae era Ziermoso y /oven, pero sin embargo con e/ dempo
de é/ se adaend /a canosa ve/ez, aangae esposa inmor/aZ bab/a /ogrado.

5 This is also the opinion of H. Bernsdorff, "Offene Gedichtschlüsse", 153 (2005) 1-6; M. L.
West, "The New Sappho", ZPis 151 (2005) 1-9; A. Hardie, "Sappho, the Muses, and Life after
Death", ZPis 154 (2005) 13-32; H. Rodriguez Somolinos, "Safo, Titono y la cigarra (RZCd/n.

inv. 21351re + 21376 + POxy. 1787)", in Ad am/cam am/c/ss/me scrip/a. Tdomena/e a /a pro-
/esora MMose Lopez de Aya/a (Madrid 2005) 1,129-136; M. A. Santamarfa Alvarez, "La su-
erte de Titono. En torno al nuevo poema de Safo sobre la vejez", in G. Hinojo Andrés/
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clearly comprise the poem and within these halves the pair of compositional se-

quences that symmetrically shape them based on a series of six smaller units,
each of which is composed of a pair of hagesichorean metres with double chori-
ambic expansion, in distichs of more or less autonomous semantics that seem to
suggest the true rhythmic basis of the choreography proposed^. The type of me-
tre, which was named based on its presence in unexpanded form in an emblem-
atic line by AlcmaiT, is yet another element of kinship that Sappho's poem has
with the choral melic, to be added to everything else previously notecü

Although based on a stichic line, each of the six pairs of lines grouped in
each half of the poem are actually a kind of relatively independent short stanza
well worked from the syntactic, stylistic and semantic point of view, with perhaps

J. C. Fernandez Corte (Eds.), Mvnvs Qvaesifvm MerizZs. i/omenaye a Carmen Codonar (Sala-
manca 2007) 785-794 and even before of V. Di Benedetto, "Osservazioni sul nuovo papiro di
Saffo", ZEE 149 (2004) 5-6; "La nuova Saffo e dintorni", ZEE 153 (2005) 7-20, and W. Luppe,
"Überlegungen zur Gedicht-Anordnung im neuen Sappho-Papyrus", ZEE 149 (2004) 7-9. In
contrast, sharing the opinion of the editors are M. Puelma and F. Angio, "Sappho und Posei-

dippos. Nachtrag zum Sonnenuhr-Epigramm 52 A.-B. des Mailänder Papyrus", ZEE 152

(2005) 13-15 and M. Magnani, "Note alla nuova Saffo", EZ/casmos 16 (2005) 41-49, and sub-

sequently E. Livrea, "La vecchiaia su papiro: Saffo, Simonide, Callimaco, Cercida", in
G. Bastianini/A. Casanova (Eds.), TpapZrZ dZ 5a/b e dZ A/ceo (Atti del convegno internazionale
di studi, Firenze, 8-9 giugno 2006) (Firenze 2007) 67-81; D. Yatromanolakis, "E. Co/on. inv.
21351+21376 and E. Oxy. 1787 fr. 1: Music, Cultural Politics, and Hellenistic Anthologies", FEZ-

EnZ/ca 58.2 (2008) 1-19; A. Lardinois, "The New Sappho Poem (E. Kö/n 21351 and 21376): Key
to the Old Fragments", in E. Green/M. Skinner (Eds.), C7assZcs@ Volume 4 (The Center for
Hellenic Studies of Harvard University 2011), online edition of March 9: E/ze new Sapp/zo on
o/d age: ZaxZna/ andp/zZ/osop/zZca/ Zsswes (Washington D.C./Cambridge Mass. 2009) /PZp://c/zs.

harvard.adu/wa/pagaR?Zn=ArZZcteWrappar<&6dc=72cS;ran=3534; G. Nagy, "The 'New Sappho'
Reconsidered in the Light of the Athenian Reception of Sappho", in E. Green/M. Skinner
(Eds.), C7assZcs@ Volume 4 (The Center for Hellenic Studies of Harvard University 2011), on-
line edition of March 11: E/ze new 5app/zo on o/d age: ZaxZna/ and p/zZ/osop/zZca/ Zsswes (Wa-
shington D.C./Cambridge Mass. 2009) c/zsEarvard.edn/wa/pageR?Zn...6dc=72...=3534; and
A. Bierl, "Der neue Sappho-Papyrus aus Köln und Sapphos Erneuerung", c/zs./zarvard.edn/
wa/pagaE?Zn...6dc=72...=2CZ2. Nagy's idea, shared by Bierl and following the early editors, is

that the E. Oxy. copy plus the four following lines constitute the complete and canonical ver-
sion of Sappho's poem, copied incomplete on E. Eö/n, and that this shorter version would be

justihed by its use in citharodic competitions and symposium performances, given the antho-
logical character of the set of lines transmitted on both papyri.

6 My idea of the structure of the poem thus differs from others that have been made, cf. M. A.
Santamarfa Alvarez, op. cZZ., or M. Steinrück, "Sapphos Alterslied und kein Ende", ßt/CC 86

(2007) 89-94, who, based on the quadruple analysis, in my opinion not always relevant, of me-
trie word-endings, interaction of phonic repetitions and rhythm, semantic level and repetition
of lexical units, considers the poem a complete composition as well, but at the expense of think-
ing it a wedding song - of which there is no trace in the poem - and the love between Tithonus
and Aurora a function of it.

7 Cf. M. L. West, Graa/c Meter (Oxford 1982) 47s. It is the characteristic verse of the composi-
tions contained in Book IV of the Hellenistic edition of Sappho, according to the reconstruc-
tion proposed by D. Page, 5app/zo and A/caans. An /nZrodncZZon Zo Z/za 5Zndy o/AncZanZ Eas-
6Zan EoaZry (Oxford 1955) 319, who points out its metric organization "marked off in distichs".

8 Cf. J. A. Fernândez-Delgado, op. cZZ.
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the exception of that formed by the last two lines, the first of which (1. 11) de-
pends syntactically on the previous one. This means that the movement and

rhythm of the poem, despite the uniformity of the sfic/zos, proceed based on
these small stanza units that move ahead superimposed on one another. In the
Spanish translation I have tried to reflect this effect by using a-o assonance at
the end of each pair of lines.

Thus, the first pair of lines, addressed to the young girls (and even leaving to
one side the possible phonic parallelism of the pair of verbal forms proposed for
the beginning), are closely connected and marked off from what comes after, ow-
ing to the mention of poetry (toc Moioav i]ok[o]À7icov kocÀoc Scopa) in the first line,
and of the accompanying music (toc]v (piÀdcoiSov Àiyupocv %eÀuvvav) in the sec-
ond line. In the second pair of lines the first refers to the effects of old age on the
visible part of the body, on the skin, and the second one refers to the hair, both
lines being joined in a forced enjambement. The third pair refers to the effects
of age on the strength of the body in the first line, specifically on the legs in the
first line and the second, with the end of both lines (5-6) coinciding in a similar
distribution of words that includes a double homeoteleuton and an identical se-

quence of paroxytone plus proparoxytone (yovoc 8' [o]u (pépoioi: ïoa veßpioioi).
The fourth pair of lines contains the question and the negative and already
known answer to whether it is possible to do anything about bothersome old age
apart from bemoaning it, and the last word of the line is trisyllabic in both cases
(7ioeir|v: yéveoBai). Acting as an for what comes before, the fifth pair
of lines refers to the mythical abduction of Tithonus by Aurora (Dawn), who fell
in love with him and took him to the edge of the Earth, where she returns each

day eternally, and the last pair of lines describes how he, who was young and
handsome, was also overtaken by old age despite having an immortal for his
wife. The last word in both these lines is also trisyllabic, as well as proparoxytone
(8jLiap\|/e: ockoitiv).

The six pairs of lines, in turn, can be grouped into two halves of three and

three, with a structure between them that is to a large extent specular. In the first
half, the first of the three pairs of lines contains the invocation the poetic subject
makes to the young girls of the Sapphic group exhorting them to take, to receive,
in short to enjoy the gift of poetry and to dance to the rhythm of its song, as we
understand ((piÀocoiSov, 1.2), and its musical accompaniment. The other two pairs
of lines posit, on the contrary, the inability of the poetic subject to dance because
of old age, the effects of which are described concisely but effectively, at the level
of the outer body and the hair in the first pair of lines and as concerns the energy
and vigour of the body and legs in the second pair; emphasis is put on the last el-
ement, the most important one in the counterpoint, furthermore with the use of
a line that includes, in addition to an adjective (Àah|/r|p', referring to the past), a

comparison (1. 6), when the description of the other three elements is made only
with adjectives (oc7tocÀov, referring to the past; ÀeuKoci and peÀouvav, referring to
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the present and the past, respectively; ßapuq referring to the present, succès-
sively).

In the second half of the poem the first pair of lines replaces the invocative-
interpellative component of its homologue pair of lines in the first part with a

personal declaration and a purely rhetorical self-interpellation of the poetic sub-

ject as to what can be done in the face of old age apart from bemoaning it, fol-
lowed by her negative response in the form of a gnome that has universal appli-
cability (1. 8). The other two pairs of lines introduce the myth of Tithonus and
Aurora in a summarized fashion limited to the aspects that are relevant to the
case (the same as in the description of the effects of ageing in the two homolo-
gous pairs of lines in the first part). The one is named after the other in the same
line (9), the name of Tithonus clearly standing out in front of the rest of the sen-
tence, with Aurora falling in love and abducting him to her immortal residence

away from the Earth, all for a beauty that age would also wither despite the im-
mortality of the wife.

According to the myth, told for the first time in the //ymn to Ap/zroz/zYe
(1. 218 et seq.), whose intertext the debated imperfect ecpavxo (1. 9) seems to be

pointing to^ and whose pzzrs epzczz in turn addresses the loves of this goddess with
the mortal Anchises, Tithonus was a Trojan prince, the brother of King Priam,
who looked after livestock, the same as the Trojan Anchises, who occasionally
enjoyed himself playing the lyre (/z. Vezz. 80). Just as Aphrodite fell in love with
Anchises, Aurora fell in love with Tithonus, and she asked Zeus to give him im-
mortality, at the same time forgetting to ask that he will be saved from old age.
Tithonus gradually grew old and withered, with the exception of his voice
(/z. Vezz. 237), which a certain version of the myth present in the prologue to the
AzYzzz of Callimachus (fr. 1,32-38 Pf.) transforms into that of the melodious ci-
cada. Thus, although it is not mentioned in Sappho's text, this part of the myth
suggests an extension of the comparison of Tithonus (and indirectly Anchises)
with the poet herself to the extent that both of them practised the same profes-
sion of zzozdos, a confrontation confirmed in turn by certain representations of
Tithonus on ceramics holding a lyre in his hand^. The immediate function of the
myth, as in many cases, is clearly to vouch for (xai yàp, 1. 9) the gnomic assertion
given in answer (1. 8), and thus it also vouches for the postulate, formulated indi-
rectly in the form of a rhetorical question (1.7), that nothing can be done to avoid

9 Cf. R. Rawles, "Notes on the Interpretation of the 'New Sappho'", ZPE 157 (2006) 1-7; L. B.
Bettarini, "Note esegettiche alla nuova Saffo: i versi di Titono (fr. 58, 19-22 V.)", ZPE 159

(2007) 1-10; pace C. G. Brown, "To the End of the Earth: Sappho on Tithonus", ZPE178 (2011)
21-25, who has the merit of showing the true meaning of the phrase elç ëoxocioc yaç in connec-
tion with the state of supreme happiness usually bound in myth to the ends of the earth, but
who is not persuasive in contemplating the mythical reference by Sappho in two moments, from
where the strange use of ecpavio instead of the verb in present, an explanation which doesn't
take into account the presence of 7r[o]xa, 1. 9

10 Cf. A. Bierl, op. cz'Z.
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old age. Thus we now have new points of affinity of Sappho's poem with particu-
larly characteristic traits - the gnome and the myth and the connection between
them - of the choral lyric genre, to add to those pointed out previously.

The paronomasia of the terms %8Àuvvav, 1. 2: peÀaivav, 1. 4, ending, respec-
tively, the second line of the first two pairs of the first part of the poem, together
with the two words with proparoxytone at the end and with homeoteleuton ([o]u)
(pépoioi: veßpioioi that ends the last pair of lines in this part (5-6), undoubtedly
contribute to lending cohesion to the whole. In a parallel way, the words
yéveoBai, 1. 8: (pépoioa[v, 1.10, on the one hand, and 8jLiap\|/e: ockoitiv, 11.11-12 on
the other, which share, respectively, analogous characteristics and positions in
the second part of the poem, also add to the cohesion of the poem's composition,
at the same time that they reinforce the already indicated mirror reflection of
this part of the poem with respect to the structure of the first part. Also contrib-
uting to this same objective is the semantic and formal correspondence between
the sentence summarizing the description of the effects of ageing on the skin on
the part of the poetic subject in the first part of the poem, spot 8' obtaÀov 7ipiv]
7tot' [sjovToc xpoa yrjpaç q8r| / 87téÀÀap8, 11. 3-4, and the one in the second part
that tells how, with time, old age eventually reached Tithonus, young and beau-
tiful as he was, ëovxoc [k]ocÀov Kai véov, ôcÀÀ' amov upcoç 8gap\|/8 / xpovcoi 7ioÀiov

yrjpaç, 11. 11-12, a correspondence that leaves patently clear the paradigmatic
function that the myth adopts in this text. What is more, the actual function of
the description of the effects of ageing with respect to the invocative-exhortative
pair of lines that precede it, in the first part of the poem, is not very different
from the expressly explanatory function (mi yàp, 1. 9) that the mythical story has
in the second part in regard to the sequence of self-lamentation, rhetorical inter-
pellation, and gnomic (and therefore self-exhortative) response contained in the
preceding pair of lines: although not explicitly, this description likewise has an
explanatory function ("[sc. because] my skin, once smooth, by old age has been
taken ..."), in this case, of why the poetic subject cannot participate in the dance
she is urging the girls to do. Thus the first half of the poem could easily pass for
a manifestation of the carpe d/era theme, if the second part did not clearly show
the (self-)consolation for the deprivation by means of the gnome, the example
from the myth and above all through the situational though not obvious parallel
that it provides, and that I shall attempt to reveal to its full extent.

However, the stylistic resource that most contributes to reinforce the seman-
tic cohesion of the second half of the poem is undoubtedly the strong alliteration
and the symmetry (chiasmus) of the syllabic distribution (a-a-eovx: 4-3-2 syll. ::

e-ovT-a-a: 2-4-3 syll.) among the words comprising the syntagmas ayf|paov
av0pco7iov 80vt', at the beginning of the mythical reference, 1. 8, and 8%[o]vt'
ocBavocrav ockoitiv, at the end of it, 1.12, a stylistic connection which, taken out-
side the context as its sonorous power suggests it should be, seems to synthesize,
creating a false expectation, the idea that could be expected from a story such as

the one the myth refers to but nonetheless does not illustrate, that of not grow-
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ing old and having a wife who is immortal. On the contrary, what the myth illus-
trates is the gnomic thought, expressed earlier (1. 8), that no human can avoid
growing old, not even someone who, like Tithonus, has been blessed, the same
as Anchises, with the love of an immortal woman.

In my opinion, then, it is undoubtedly this last point of the mythical story
that actually completes and culminates the cohesion between the two parts of
the poem, providing it with its true unity, although at first sight it may be more
difficult to detect it than the other formal and semantic correspondences pointed
out, as usually occurs in the so-calledpofizte of a literary genre like the epigram,
the well-controlled and narrowly responsive nature of which this brief poem by
Sappho seems to give a foretaste. Indeed, the concise mythical story of Tithonus
clearly echoes the case of ageing that affects the poetic subject and she attempts
to illustrate with this example, as seen in the formal parallels adduced and in an-
other more specific one that it is still not too late to point out: the unusual
/zmctara even for Sappho 7ioÀiov yrjpocç, 1.12, expressively summarizes the sev-
eral aspects of ageing referred to in 11. 3-4, including of course the whitening of
the hair (Aerkoci Tpi%eç, 1. 4). The mirror, then, into which the poetic subject
looks in order to console herself (ôcÀÀoc ti k£v 7toeir|v; 1.7) for the sorrow she feels
(toc <jLièv> oT8va%io5co Bapécoç, 1. 7) about not being able to take part in the
dance of the girls in her poetic circle (for whom she composes poetry, sings it and
accompanies it to music) because of the senile weakness of her legs, is Tithonus.
His beauty and youth, which captured the love of Aurora (sovtoc [k]ocÀov Kai
véov, 1.11), are precisely what the poetic subject has lost, we infer, upon getting
old, and by means of this parallel she insinuates it instead of expressly and inel-
egantly declaring it.

But what element in the first part of the poem is being mirrored in the ex-
pression ocBavcruav ockoitiv, 1.12, which closes the poem? And even before that,
of ppo867ia%r)V Ahcov, 1. 9, the goddess emulating Aphrodite? According to West,
the "immortal wife" alludes to the youth and beauty of the Sapphic cohort of
girls, who, "like undergraduates, are always young"**. Now, although it is true
that the mention of the wife could perhaps refer to the type of sexual relation
that Sappho seems to have with the young girls in her circle, the latter could
never be described as immortal, despite the fact that the groups of girls were pe-
riodically renewed. What is, in contrast, as immortal as Tithonus' goddess wife
(ocBavcruav ockoitiv, 1. 12), with whom not for nothing they share the only other
reference to a divinity mentioned in the text and their description by means of a

sonorous type of compound possessive epithet based on a part of the body and
a flower with which it is compared (and thus of a purely metaphorical and purely
ornamental nature: ßpoS67ta%i)v, 1. 9: i]ok[o]À7icov, 1.1), are toc Moioav i]ok[o]À7icov

11 M. L. West, "The New Sappho", ZPF 151 (2005) 1-9. Cf. also C. Geissler, "Der Tithonosmy-
thos bei Sappho und Kallimachos. Zu Sappho fr. 58 V., 11-22 und Kallimachos, Aitia fr. 1 Pf.",
GöPmger Forum /ür A/tertumswAseusc/m/1 8 (2005) 105-114 /zPp.y/www.g/u.d-r.de/
dr,g/ß,öö#,2öö5,ß,ö5.pd/; R. Rawles, op. cif., 4-7; A. Bierl, op. aï.
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kocÀoc Scopa, v. 1, '7/ze Zzezzz^zyk/gz/fs o/7/ze Mz^es ..." that is, the gift of poetry.
This is the gift that Sappho gives to her young followers, and that like the god-
dess Aurora (and like Tithonus' own voice according to the mythical version of
/z. Ve/z. 237) will last eternally despite its author's ageing^. This was the real sur-
prise that Sappho reserved for the final moment of the poem and to which she

subtly refers in its beginning in the form of a hidden i?zVzg-7CoraposzYzo/z (toc

Moioav kocÀoc Scopa, v. 1: aBavaxav ockoitiv, 1.12), a compositional structure
familiar to Sappho's poetic techniques, as her best known poems attest (cf. 1 and
16 V.), starting with the one for which it shows a particular structural affinity
(31 V.), as I have already saicP.

3. Besides the explanation adduced by West and others, there have been
other attempts to justify the presence of the myth of Tithonus in the poem and
its ultimate meaning within it. In some cases it is seen simply as an illustration
of the theme of old age in the person of the hero, Tithonus, who represents it pzzr
pxcp//pzzcp^; at other times it is seen as an argument affirming that all humans
necessarily grow old, within an ending structure that is supposedly "open" after

12 Theognis viewed it this way (cf. v. 250 ày^aoc Mouoàcov ôcopa looiecpàvcov) in the promise of
immortality made to Cyrnus through his poetry (11. 237-254). The compound epithet
(piXocoiôov, which describes the lyre, v. 2, is not really ornamental but describes and dehnes the
instrument, which is to accompany the song.

13 Cf. J. A. Fernândez-Delgado, op. cd., pace L. Edmunds, "The New Sappho: ecpavio (9)", ZPP
156 (2006) 23-26; "Tithonus in the 'New Sappho' and the Narrated Mythical Exemplum in Ar-
chaic Greek Poetry", in E. Green/M. Skinner (Eds.), C7asszcs@ Volume 4 (The Center for Hel-
lenic Studies of Harvard University 2011), on-line edition of March 9: Pde new Sappdo on o/d

age: ZexZaa/ andp/n/osop/nca/ zsswes, Washington D.C./Cambridge Mass. 2009 /zdp:/fc/zs./zar-
vard.edu/wa/pageiT?Zn=ArP'c/eWrapper<£6dc=72<£mn=3534; D. Yatromanolakis, op. cd.;
A. Lardinois, op. cd.; G. Nagy, op. cd. The greatest stumbling block, in my view, for the conti-
nuation, as these scholars propose, of the P. Px>/n poem in the four lines that follow it in
P. Oxy., is the content that can be glimpsed in the fragmentary state of these lines, which in
their closest point of contact could refer to the fame of the poet after her death, in the same
line as the fragment that precedes the poem in P. PP/n and that surely can be explained by the
fact that it formed part of a thematic anthology; but this is a theme that, albeit related, is diffe-
rent from that of the immortality or "unwitherability" of poetry in contrast to the poet's ageing,
and of which the twelve lines in question in the former make no mention. Below is the text of
P. Oxy 1787 (fr. 58,23-26 V.):

[ ]ipévav vopioôei
[ ]aiç Ô7ràoôoi

25 |£yco (ptAnpp' aßpoonvav,j ] touto kou jlioi
to ^aLiLi7rpov ëpoç icoeMco Kai to kocj^ov ^é^joyxe.

The integration of the fragment proposed by V. Di Benedetto, "Il tetrastico di Saffo e tre pos-
tille", ZPP155 (2006) 5 is as follows:

Oàvoioav aoiôov to îtocv ouôeiç (p0]ipévav vopioôei
aÄAoioi TU^riv oooa Oé^cooi Kpov(ô]aiç Ô7ràoôoi.

25 ëyco ôè (pi^ripp' aßpoonvav, [igte ôè] touto Kai poi
to ^ag7Tpov ëpcoç àeMco Kai to koAov ^é^oyxe.

14 Cf. M. Gronewald, R. W. Daniel, "Nachtrag zum neuen Sappho-Papyrus", ZPP149 (2004) 1-4.
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the use of the myth, as occurs, for example, in some of Pindar's poemsA More
interesting in my view, however, are the explanations that address the consoling
part of the myth, such as that by Geissler, who, adducing as parallels the passage
from /z. Vezz. 237 according to which Tithonus preserved his voice in the midst of
his progressive decrepitude, or the passages from Homer in regard to Nestor and
his proverbial eloquence despite his elderliness, considers that Sappho finds her
consolation in the continuing survival of her enduring poetic voiced There is
also the suggestion made by Rodriguez Somolinos, who points to the song of the
cicada mentioned by Callimachus as the key to that endurance^. Further, we
have the proposal made by Hardie, according to which Sappho's poem and the
mythical story included in it serve as a compensation and consolation for the loss

of beauty and youth, with the lesson in moral beauty, "the beautiful gifts of the
Muses", that can be derived from the poem for the young girls^. Attempts have
also been made to see Sappho's consolation in something that precisely differen-
tiates her situation from that of Tithonus: that she sees hope in the liberation from
the sorrows and troubles of old age that death will bring her, in contrast to what
has happened to the immortal mythical hero, who must remain old forever^.

I believe, nonetheless, that in this case it is not necessary to force the receiver
of Sappho's poem to appeal to literary testimonies beyond her own, to look for
a key such as that of the moral lesson, only implicit in the poem, or the idea of
death as liberation from old age, for which no allusion can be perceived in the

poem itself, to prove that the true gift that the Muses gave to the poet, that is,
their poetic inspiration as she suggests in the first line of the poem, is the equiv-
aient in the paradigmatic and consoling mirror of the myth of Tithonus to that
"immortal wife" with which the poem concludes, as well as the immortality of
the mythical hero and perhaps his voice, the only thing that the goddess man-
aged to have preserved in him unscathed. That is, the immortality that the gift
of poetry provides, eternally surviving through the voices of the successive gen-
erations of its singers, is without doubt the consolation which Sappho turns to as

a compensation for the lack of physical faculties - which are none other than
those the poem describes - that old age has entailed. There is a well-known Sap-
phic fragment (55 V.) that very clearly expresses, albeit through negativity, this
idea of immortality that the gift of poetry provides, as well as its opposite:

KocT0àvoioa ôè K8ior|i ouôé 7roia pvapoGUva G808V

8GG8T' oi)ôs fnoK'f uGiepov- oi) yocp 7T8Ô8xr|iç ßpoöcov

15 H. Bernsdorff, op. dz.
16 C. Geissler, op. dz.
17 H. Rodriguez Somolinos, op. dz.
18 A. Hardie, op. dz.
19 M. A. Santamarfa Alvarez, op. dz., who to support his idea cites a testimony by Mimnermus

in regard to Tithonus (fr. 4 W.) and another one classihed among the Sappho fragments of
uncertain authorship (/nc. AwcZ. fr. 18 (b) V.), both expressing a preference for death over old
age.
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Toov £K Iliepiaç- àÀA' àcpàvrjç kocv 'Aiôa ôopcoi

(poiiàorjiç 7T8Ô' àpaupcov vckucûv £K7T87i;oTa|a8Vod°.

Dead yoa vW// //g aad no one vW// rememher yoa
(at a//) m tde/dtare, as yoa do no?pardc/pate m tde roses
o/P/er/a. Patder, yoa vW// a/so wander tdroagd tde ahode o/Hades
wddoat hemg seen, ro//mg among tde dar/c cadaversA

4. Thus, to summarize, the text transmitted not long ago by P. 7Cö//z 429+430,
dated to the early 3^ century B.C. and thus the oldest papyrus of Sappho known
to date, a text completed in the endings of a good half of its lines by the testimony
of P. Dry. 1787, edited in 1922 and dated to the 2"<* and 3^ century A.D., contains
a poem that has all the appearance of being complete, and as such, of being an
addition to the other two or three cases of complete or half complete poems
among the Sappho fragments that have been preserved, more abundant but not
so much so. This is confirmed, beyond the setting and the type of poem, beyond
certain significant coincidences in their vocabulary (beginning with the sono-
rous epithet i]ok[o]À7icov, 1.1: cf. 103 V., 6 and 7) and phraseology^, even beyond

20 Cf. V. Di Benedetto, "Il tema délia vecchiaia e il fr. 58 di Saffo", ßt/CC 19 (1985) 145-163 and
cf. regarding this same theme P. Kö/a 429, col. 1,1-8, which comes from another poem on the
same Cologne papyrus as probably parts of that thematic anthology of texts meant for some
occasion such as a symposium (cf. D. Yatromanolakis, op. ed.; G. Nagy, op. ed.; A. Bierl, op.
dt.); in it, Sappho considers the honours that await her in Hades corresponding to her prestige
in life:

]?[
2 ] [

] vhv 0oA[i]a y [

4 ] vép08 ôè yaç ye [...]

] v ëxoioay yépaç coç [ë]oiKev
6 ] oiev coç vbv e7ri yaç ëoioav

Ayupav, [a]ï K8V ë^oioa 7t6cktiv
8 ].. a koAoc, Moîo', àeiôco.

In the second line of fr. 55 V. a proposal of the type suggested by Page ouô' ïa toîç uoiepov,
which nonetheless has the disadvantage of converting the concept of (permanent) memory into
a single moment's "recall", or perhaps, I think, ouôé fpiaf hoiepov despite the hiatus, could
solve the problem posed by the /ocas desperatas ouôé Iîtok'! uoiepov. The ßpoöcov toov ek

Iliepiaç "roses of Pieria" are obviously another metaphor to designate toc Moioav 1]ok[o]^7tcov
koAoc ôcopa.

21 Maerta yacerds y de d ao dahrd /amds memor/a
(a/gaaa) ea e//ldaro, paes ao pardc/pas de /as rosas
de P/er/a. A/ coatrar/o, tam/uea ea /a morada de Hades vagards
sm ser v/sta, revo/oteaado eatre caddveres oscaros.

22 Cf. in this respect the parallels, in Sappho and outside Sappho, contributed by the works by
M. Gronewald/R. W. Daniel, "Ein neuer Sappho-Papyrus", ZPE 147 (2004) 1-8; "Nachtrag
zum neuen Sappho-Papyrus", ZPE149 (2004) 1-4; V. Di Benedetto, "Osservazioni sul nuovo
papiro di Saffo", ZPE 149 (2004) 5-6; "La nuova Saffo e dintorni", ZPE 153 (2005) 7-20;
H. Bernsdorff, "Schwermut des Alters im neuen Kölner Sappho-Papyrus", ZPE 150 (2004)
27-32 and op. ed.; M. L. West, "The New Sappho", ZPE 151 (2005) 1-9; A. Hardie, op. ed.;
M. Puelma/F. Angiö, op. cd.
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certain thematic considerations of old age as I have just pointed out, in particular
by the narrow confluence between the compositional model of this poem and that
adopted by the known fr. 31 V. Both are constituted by an invocation in second

person to one or more girls in Sappho's poetic circle, followed by a semantic coun-
terpoint with the contents of the former, which consists of the more or less de-
tailed serial description of sensations or effects on the poetic subject herself, of
mental motivation in one case, and physical in the other, followed by a consola-

tory self-interpellation, followed in turn by its justification, which in fr. 31 was lost
(although it could consist of a gnome to judge by its hypothetical beginning: 87tei

Kai 7iévr|Ta "because also (to) the poor ...") and in the present poem is ex-
pressed by means of a gnome followed by an from myth. And all of
this is supported in both cases by an effective use of ((paivexai
jLioi, 31,1: (paivojLi' sjli' aurai, 31,16; toc Moiaav KaÀa 8copa: 8%[o]vt' aBavaxav

aKoiTiv, lines 1 and 12 of the present poem, with a more sophisticated use of the
procedure), through which the poet usually shows longing (cf. Saf. 1V. ôcÀÀoc tui8'
8À0', v. 4: 8À08 jLLOi Kai vuv, v. 25; 16 V.,1-2:19-20; that is, all the cases in which it
is possible to see this).

As regards the unity of the poem, apart from the ring composition already
pointed out and regardless of whether the poem consists basically of the same
structural elements as poem 31 V. (invocation + self-descriptive counterpoint +
self-consolation - which could possibly comprise gnome and even myth in both
cases: that is, in the end, the well-known type of three-part composition), I have

already indicated how in this case its components are organized into a mirror
image or specular format that consists of two halves of the same length, each of
which has three pairs of lines that are relatively autonomous, with a somewhat
analogous relation between the first pair on the one hand and the other two pairs
on the other. The meaning of the poem is to exhort the young girls in Sappho's
poetic circle to receive poetic creation, in general, and the present song in par-
ticular, and make it their own while dancing to the sound of the song and the mu-
sic played by the author/poetic subject, who says she cannot dance as she used

to, because the progress of old age impedes it. But she does not wish to complain
about something that is inevitable, since old age comes to all, as occurred with
her tertmra coraparat/oms, Tithonus, despite his having attained immortality
through the mediation of his immortal wife; the same, it gives us to understand,
as the poet, who, like Tithonus (whose case in turn is an echo of that of An-
chises), will also be immortal through her immortal poetry.

The poem is likewise extremely interesting as regards the question of its as-

signment to the poetic genres of archaic lyric poetry, and, since, as is well-known,
it is not always easy to classify each of the items preserved into these genres. We
have already seen how Sappho addresses a group of girls, most likely a chorus of
dancers, accompanied by song and the music of the lyre, and whose performance
could thus be imagined in the context of a more or less public celebration, al-
though it surely did not go beyond Sappho's poetic sphere of activity. The poem
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also shares the metre and a very refined use of combined gnome and myth with
the choral lyric, even with the conciseness with which it is handled. A choral

poem by Alcman (26 Page PMG) has been adduced as a close parallel of this one
inasmuch as an expression of the feeling of being unable to dance owing to a

weakening of the legs from old age^. And indeed some scholars refer to Sappho's

poem as if it were a choral song^. Nonetheless, we have already seen that it is fit-
ting to imagine that the context of its execution, unlike that for Alcman's poem,
is that of a monodic song accompanied by the music of the lyre played by the poet
herself and choreographed by the girls in her circle, who, unlike the author/po-
etic subject, still have legs light enough for dancing.
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23 on jll' eti, 7rapo£ViKai gE^iyàpUEç lapocpcovoi,

yuîa (péprjv ôuvaiai* ßoAe ôf| ßoAe KrjprAoç Eirjv,
oç t' £7ti Kupaioç av0oç ap' oAkuoveooi îroifiTai
vrjÔEEç f]xop oAuropcpupoç lapôç opviç.
Alcman's fr. is also addressed to a chorus of girls, saying that his legs can no longer sustain him,
but he does not insist on other effects of old age. Rather, he uses it as a pretext to manifest his
desire to become a halcyon, and like the males of these sacred fish in their old age, be trans-
ported over the waves like a bird by the females. The girls in the chorus, on the other hand, are
clearly singers at the same time (îrapoEViKai pE^iyàpUEç lapocpcovoi).

24 Cf. A. Lardinois, op. cit.; G. Nagy, op. c/t.
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